SZABÓ LAJOS
Identity
SIMILARITY
difference
equality
coincidence
congruency
opposition
contradiction
tautology
repetition
continuity
conservation-principles constants coefficients independent variables
axes
centers
motionless movers
the protection of the meaning of language
(Aristotle)
the basic function of reason in action wonder rigmarole-lie-mistakeexclusion experience will creation relation creation dimension-delta
life function I/thou/word alimentation relation and relation return
the lamb that returned the longing back to the mother’s womb sea
Ferenczi oceanic feeling reality-ocean nothing giving of self taking
affection
love
the conservation of a sign’s
meaning and of a sign’s nature as a sign
the three stages of the full
perspective of education the corresponding three phases of production
aesthetical-mathematical-logical-ethical axiomatics
I am that I am revelation/language
faith/Weininger
proportion-function-form
parallel
all forms of selfapplication along with the contradictions that follow… like thyself
to go forth to face suffering, enemies, the narrow path…
the path of greatest resistance
structural tautology and continuityparadox as the descendants of a completed
contradictiondialectic
image
reflex
consciousness
subconscious
personal identity
investigation
police
exhumation
justice
suffering and identification suffering and word joy the alliance of
suffering and thought
the theology of empiricism
the constancy and identity-content of setting goals
an sich
atomism in itself as a universal decadence of the way of life
mysteries and skepticisms to resemble-assimilate-transsimilate
to differ-differentiate-differentiate everything from oneself
rank
rank, measure and humility
making the differences of differences possible and encompass them in the most profound unity
(Vermittlungsvehikel) genius economy compassion splitting of atoms
contradictions of the antique and modern atomic theory free fall of
atoms and the Newtonian space time existence Parmenides as pre-

history gravity ether distant effects local effects light and
illumination and whiteness maximal speed speed acceleration motion
change-suffering-alteration… action-commitment-bearing-… causality
basis condition Jehova present eternalpresent cause-direction-goalvalue rebirth: child/return to faith/reincarnation small-large-whole:
golden proportions golden proportions in intergenerational life
identification origination
unification completion inspiration
spiritualization creation prophylaxis - - - - - - Comte - - - becoming
incarnation
A est A
infinity-yes-verb-value-word-name-sign-existence-…
service
saturation copy-naturalism-imitation thought-will-emotion thoughtwill-anticipation thought-will-memory application to itself flavor-s
option-s sensitivity conscience research control experiment
mechanism whole closed implication model vortex frictiontraction-adhesion-approach …matter-ether …law judgment sociology
Montesquieu trinitary forms the responsibility of the spirit the goals’
organism and crescendo production of plans plan-mechanism-similevalue-telos… Gesamtzusammenhang… transfixation travel around the
Earth
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